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How to Strip & Seal Linoleum fl oor using Twister™ with a single disc machine.

Twister™ 
Methods  
Strip & seal linoleum - Standard

Remove loose dirt from the fl oor. Carry out safety checks and mount the water tank.

Mount the driving disc with a Twister™ Red pad. Fill the tank with clean water (depending 
on the fl oors condition, a stripper product might be needed).

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 6: 

Step 5: 

Start at the furthest point from the door/electricity plug. Apply the water with the single 
disc machine and scrub the surface working backwards in overlapping paths. Use a Red 
Twister™ – Utility pad for edges / borders.

Proceed scrubbing the surface with the single disc machine until the fl oor is free of any 
polymer / wax fi lm.

Pick up the dirty water with a wet vacuum cleaner.

Remove dust afterwards using a damp mop or vacuum.

Once the fl oor is dry, matt the fl oor. Use a single disc machine with a dry Twister™ White 
pad to smooth the surface. 
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Let it dry for 30-45 minutes between each layer as they are applied.Step 8: 

Step 9: 

Step 10: 

Step 11: 

Apply additional layers of top coating. Spread it evenly in lanes with a moist mop. At a 
distance of 1 to 1.5m redistribute the product across the lanes already applied.

Let it dry for 30-45 minutes between each layer as they are applied.

Buff the fl oor using a Twister™ Green pad on a High-speed burnisher.

Note! After the upgrade is done the fl oor should be maintained with Green Twister™ 
during daily cleaning to preserve the cleanliness and shine.

“Please see the instruction for Daily cleaning….”.

How to Strip & Seal Linoleum fl oor using Twister™ with a single disc machine.

Twister™ 
Methods  
Strip & seal linoleum - Standard

Step 7: Pour acquired layers of sealer in a straight line onto the fl oor. Spread it evenly in lanes 
with a moist mop. At a distance of 1 to 1.5m redistribute the product across the lanes 
already applied.

Note! Follow manufacturer’s recommendations.


